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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2016 is provided to the community of Tumut Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Our school's success is underpinned by three key elements that promote quality teaching and learning programs that our
students, staff and parents value and appreciate. Firstly, we have a highly dedicated staff who work together to provide
an inclusive environment where all students are nurtured and encouraged to achieve their personal best in all that they
do. Secondly, our students are a becoming more passionate and self regulated learners and willingly participate in the
range of educational opportunities provided for them at the school. Thirdly, Tumut Public School enjoys a positive
relationship with its parent body and local community.

Mrs Donna Reeves

Principal

School contact details

Tumut Public School
175-181 Wynyard St
Tumut, 2720
www.tumut-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
tumut-p.School@det.nsw.edu.au
02 6947 2053

Message from the Principal

Tumut Public School is committed to providing a quality education for all students in a caring and supportive
environment. I would like to thank the exceptional students, teachers and parents that make up the Tumut Public School
community.

This year has been another successful one. We have continued to provide a wide range of opportunities of our students
to develop and demonstrate personal excellence across academic, social, sporting and cultural domains. Students and
their families can be justifiably proud of the excellence demonstrated by the students throughout 2016.

Our dedicated and highly accomplished teachers are to be commended for their work throughout the year. They combine
a strong sense of caring with high expectations for teaching and learning. They are well supported by an equally
committed team of administrative staff.

As we look towards 2017 and beyond, our focus at Tumut Public School will continue to be encouraging all students to
strive for excellence in every aspect of their learning, to challenge themselves and to always seek their personal best; for
this is something that is achievable for every student.
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School background

School vision statement

Tumut Public School enables excellence by providing quality teaching programs to inspire every child, every day to
achieve their full potential.

School context

Tumut Public School is situated in rural New South Wales. The school caters for 360 students Kindergarten to Year 6.

The school maintains a culture which is based upon continuous student improvement and learners operating
collaboratively with their classmates. Learning is becoming increasingly student–centered with teachers becoming
facilitators ensuring that knowledge is generated not just delivered. Our student are seen as lifelong learners. Our
curriculum has been reshaped so that it is progressively more connected to students'interests, experiences, talents and
the real world. We are increasing the use of technology in our everyday learning as it becomes a tool for gaining and
presenting information. Students are encouraged to use research to find answers to the questions raised in their
learning.

Students have access to a wide variety of experiences to enhance and extend their learning. These include
excursions,debating,chess competitions, Tournament of Minds, ICAS competitions, instrumental music lessons,
premier's Spelling Bee, premier's Reading Challenge,public speaking, dance festivals, choir and musical productions.
Tumut Public School promotes a healthy awareness of the importance of physical activity through our physical Education
and Sport activities. Students are involved in knockout competitions and representative teams in a variety of sports.
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Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout New South Wales in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality
practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Learning:

In the domain of Learning Tumut Public School is Sustaining and Growing.  

Tumut Public School has a learning culture across the school community that is continually improving. A culture in which
there is  demonstrated commitment within the school community to strengthen and deliver on school learning priorities.

The staff of Tumut Public School demonstrate an understanding of the importance of positive and caring relationships to
successful learning, and work to build mutually respectful relationships across the school community.

As a school we continue to refine our planning and programming to reflect quality teaching and professional practices
that have a positive impact on student outcomes. The skills and knowledge of our teachers and school leader is
strengthened through ongoing professional development, reflection and dialogue.

Teachers frequently track student progress according to the Literacy and Numeracy continuum. The school continues to
work on improving parent understanding of what their child is learning using goal setting, and open classrooms each
term.

Future directions include: building consistency of assessment practices across stages of learning which is linked to
student learning goals and feedback. There is a need to design systems to capture whole–school data particularly in the
areas of Literacy and Numeracy.

Teaching:

In the domain of Teaching Tumut Public School is Sustaining and Growing. As we continue to work through the
HOW2Learn modules our teachers knowledge continues to strengthen.  Classroom management skills are strong at
Tumut Public School which enables the creation of an environment that makes effective teaching and learning possible.
Stage meetings ensure that teachers are able to effectively collaborate to improve teaching practice and the outcomes
for their students. All professional development is aligned with school and state priorities and targets. Processes are in
place for teachers to plan, implement and review their Performance and Development Plan in consultation with
colleagues and school principal, this illustrates the school's commitment and the individuals' responsibility for maintaining
and developing their professional standards.

Future directions include: utilising school funds to support a leading learner to continue to enhance classroom practice,
school data collection and analysis along with mentoring and coaching of staff. Secondly, targeted professional
development for all staff in data analysis is being factored into future planning.

Leading:

In the domain of Leading Tumut Public School  is Sustaining and Growing. The school leadership team supports a
culture of high expectations and community engagement.  The school requires a consistent whole school and community
approach to the school plan and milestones. This will be a focus area during 2017 and again in the 2018–2020 school
plan. Resources are strategically used to achieve improved student outcomes. 

Future directions include: a more structured and planned approach to planning and evaluation, and to increase
community engagement in giving formal feedback.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine the strategic priorities in our School Plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

http://www.dec.nsw.gov.au/about–the–department/our–reforms/school–excellence–framework
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Strategic Direction 1

Quality Leadership

Purpose

Enabling capacity for leaders to deliver high expectations in quality learning.

Overall summary of progress

Student leadership opportunities continued to be explored with some broadening of experiences. The Student
Representative Council met regularly to ensure that student voice is heard and acknowledge across the school.

All staff maintained a strong commitment to continuous professional growth aligned to the Australian Professional
Standards for Teachers and the Principal Standards, underpinned by the Performance and Development Framework. At
least one professional learning goal was relevant to individual teacher's professional needs.

The school is scaffolding pedagogical practices using HOW2Learn modules to ensure a collegial culture and uniform
approach to the delivery of quality teaching and learning programs across the school. The school identifies expertise
within its staff and draws on this to further develop its professional community.

All teachers continued to implement the New Curriculum and the school has progressed in aligning assessment and
reporting.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

All staff to actively engage in
professional learning that will
enhance skills in classroom
pedagogy whilst developing a
culture of collaboration and
purposeful leadership resulting in
increased teacher satisfaction
and improved student outcomes.

100% of Performance Development Plans have
been completed and reviewed in consultation with
Supervisors and Principal. 

As part of teachers' Performance Development
Plans classroom observations were undertaken
with consultation between teacher and mentor.

Teacher professional
Learning $24,033.31

Beginning Teacher
$12,879.33

L3 $3,006.17

All students 2–6 actively
contribute to the school,
community and the society in
which they live.

The School Representative Council consists of
members from Year 2–6. 

Student participation in many local events and
functions is very high and praised by the local
community.

Community $5,078.77

Next Steps

Future directions will include: broadening student leadership opportunities and to include students who are not in
formalised leadership positions.

Increasing staff capacity through professional development aligned to the school plan and staff Professional goals,
lesson observations and mentoring/coaching.

Teachers will continue to become more confident in utilising Performance and Development Plans, showing examples of
evidence, discussing reflections with trusted colleagues, coach or mentor which will assist to identify aspects of practice
that teachers may not have considered needing development.

Continuing to develop the condition which provide the foundations for peer–feedback. These include a commitment to
performance improvement, a culture of safety, a culture of transparency and a commitment to feedback.

A greater percentage of teachers undertaking leadership roles that include initiating and leading professional discussions
with colleagues to evaluate practice.
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Strategic Direction 2

Creating a High Performing School through continuous school improvement

Purpose

To enhance the quality of day–to day teaching and learning for all students that is evident in every class, every day. They
will have the opportunity to achieve their full potential as learners, leaders and responsible citizens.

Overall summary of progress

Ensuring that every student can succeed underpins everything that we endeavour to do at Tumut Public School.
Teachers and school leaders are increasingly building their professional capital and targeting their effective teaching
practices based on what students need to learn next, consistent with a whole–school approach to improvement.

Practices used during 2016 that has assisted our improvement include: using data, sharing expertise,raising staff
expectations of students, raising student expectations,focusing on literacy and numeracy,engaging students,articulating
clear staff performance expectations,targeting resources to students needs and recognising staff and student
achievements.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

A culture of high expectations
and belief that all students can be
successful learners.

Students are confident in their
learning and understand the
requirements to progress their
learning as evidenced by student
feedback and sustained
improvement within cohorts on
evidence based testing.

Effective assessment is guiding
further and ongoing quality
teaching practice.

The school has in place a
comprehensive and inclusive
framework to support
cognitive,emotional,social,physic
al and spiritual well–being of
students, which measurably
improves individual and collective
well–being as evidenced by data
that shows an increase in positive
behaviour and student
engagement.

Greater evidence of self reflection tools and student
feedback strategies were being utilised in
classrooms enabling students to take greater
responsibility for their learning. Results from the
TTFM survey and informal discussions with
students about their learning have provided us with
greater insights for planning for increasing student
engagement.

In the TTFM survey 97% of girls and 81% of the
boys at Tumut Public School indicated that they
tried hard to succeed. 

Ram Equity $61,436.94

Literacy and Numeracy
$10,825.82

Learning support $5,964.00

Key Learning areas
$15,115.91

Talented Education $
6,078.00

Acknowledgement of
achievement eg Awards
$2,052.30

Learning spaces
$31,684.49

Grounds improvement –
outdoor learning area
$14,810.91

Next Steps

Better collaborative decision making processes, including greater emphasis on teachers working together to research,
plan and design effective teaching strategies.  Striving towards a collective ownership of learning goals and outcomes,
for both the individual and whole–school.

Ensuring that collaboration is prioritised and sufficient time is given to investing in the practice. This will mean examining
and adjusting classroom timetables, possible changes to  meeting times or purposes or changing the allocation of
professional learning resources.
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It will be essential to continue to develop and expand upon practices used during 2016 in 2017 to ensure continued
growth, especially HOW2Learn.

Expand upon the staff and school communities understanding of the document 'what works best'

A continued emphasis on differentiated learning within the school ensuring that each student has the opportunity to learn
and achieve. Teachers need to know how to differentiate lesson plans, their curriculum, and assessments.

Professional Development in the areas of the School Excellence Framework which supports schools in their pursuit of
excellence by providing a clear description of the key elements of high quality practice across the three domains of
learning, teaching and leading.

The framework is about focusing on individual students' capabilities and needs by engaging them in rich learning
experiences. This in turn facilitates the c consistent improvement of student outcomes and the narrowing of achievement
gaps between students.

Exposure to the available documents which supports the School Excellence Framework.
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Strategic Direction 3

Enhancing Community–Family Engagement and Participation

Purpose

To build stronger relationships by developing the talents, skills and capabilities of all members of the school community
thereby, leading and inspiring a culture of respectful communication and empowered leadership.

Overall summary of progress

Throughout 2016 the school continued to strengthen positive relationships with the wider community. All initiatives had a
clear focus on student learning, development and well being. These initiative weere supported by the school leadership
team and adequately resourced at the school level.

Revamping of the school newsletter endeavoring to make it reader friendly, the positive use of our Facebook page,
skoolbag app for all notes and correspondence and online payment and parent–teacher interview booking system has
certainly improved communication.

The school Parent and Citizen association developed a kit of resources designed to assist Kindergarten families with
home learning especially connected with Jolly Phonics and tricky words.

Volunteer parents ere trained in basic classroom skills and in special literacy and numeracy programs to enable them to
work alongside teacher in classrooms in a more valued way.

High level of attendance of community at all school events both academic and sporting. This resulted in continual praise
for the school in regards to organisation and student culture.

As our students prepare for high school, it is important that we also prepare them for the change they are undertaking.
The continuation and expansion of the middle school program has provided our Year 6 students with multiple
opportunities to visit and experience their new school and prepare themselves for the next chapter in their learning
journey.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Improved parent participation and
collaboration evidence by
increased numbers of community
members attending P & C and
school events.A culture of
welcome is created and fostered
where Parents feel engaged and
share in the school wide
responsibilities to review learning
improvements as evidence by
school and community
engagement data.

Greater proportion of parents accessing our
"Skoolbag" app for alerts, permission notes and
absentee forms. Parents accessing the school's
website for 'good news stories'.

Online interview system was introduced which
allowed for efficient and productive booking and
timetabling for parent teacher interviews.

School interview
subscription $295

Sentral annual subscription
$1650

P and C funds $17,652.00

Next Steps

Positive phone calls from the school leadership team and teachers to families about students' achievements.

Empowering key parents as a class representative in 2017 as a strategy for building parental engagement.

Develop strategies to engage new families, to make the transition to school as smooth as possible.
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Investigate the possibility of three way interviews especially in respect to goal setting and learning.

Noting that one of the critical factors that influences parent involvement is the teachers' perception about the role of
parents in the classroom. Assistant Principal will work on developing strategies for implementation to ensure our school
climate welcomes involvement and be mindful of developing activities that encourage parent participation.

Reflecting on our milestones for 2016 we will also focus on parents as volunteers in 2017, including identifying areas of
skills and expertise in our parent body and how they can contribute to our learning.

Increasing the involvement of parents in the consultation and decision making phases of school projects and learning
initiatives.

Trialing the initiative to send out invitations to parents via the children, to be seen as a more personal approach.
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Key Initiatives Impact achieved this year Resources (annual)

Aboriginal background loading The school achieves good academic results
and maintains a strong connection with the
local Aboriginal Education Consultative
Group.

All Aboriginal students had a Personalised
Learning Plan (PLP) in place. It was
reviewed,monitored and updated at regular
intervals throughout the year.

$3763.82

Low level adjustment for disability Tumut Public School staff are beginning to
use data to drive learning which is resulting in
more individualized instruction. Learning
intentions are defined before each lesson
giving the students an understanding of
success criteria. Professional learning has
been directed at improving teacher quality
and improved outcomes for students.

Learning Support teachers collaboratively
teach with classroom teachers to improve the
learning for all students. 

Targeted professional learning ensured that
our teachers are well–equipped with the skills
needed to address the varied leaning needs
of students across our school, including
Disability Standards for Education.

staff meeting discussion in
strategic direction groups.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

Teachers completed a willingness and action
plan about dual focus. Teacher were
becoming more open with their professional
discussions and their willingness to reflect
upon their teaching. HOW2Learn will continue
into 2017.

staff meeting
HOW2Learn team

Socio–economic background Careful monitoring of students needs,
academic achievements and student
well–being identifies required support for
students and their families.

Adjustments were made for any students with
support needs and literacy resources were
purchased for students with high interest low
reader levels.

Support for beginning teachers Throughout the school year our beginning
teacher excelled beyond our expectations.
Both parities recognized the importance of
supporting the continuous development of
teachers.

Principal and beginning
teacher discussion.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2013 2014 2015 2016

Boys 179 175 184 175

Girls 164 173 180 170

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016

K 94.3 93.9 93.4 93.2

1 94.6 94.1 93.1 94.3

2 94.3 93.6 93.1 92.8

3 94.8 94.3 92.7 95

4 95.8 93.6 94.3 95.2

5 95.3 95.3 94.1 93.5

6 92.9 93.3 95 93.1

All Years 94.7 94.1 93.8 93.8

State DoE

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016

K 95 95.2 94.4 94.4

1 94.5 94.7 93.8 93.9

2 94.7 94.9 94 94.1

3 94.8 95 94.1 94.2

4 94.7 94.9 94 93.9

5 94.5 94.8 94 93.9

6 94.1 94.2 93.5 93.4

All Years 94.7 94.8 94 94

Management of non-attendance

Student attendance has remained relatively consistent
over the past five years. Patterns of non–attendance
are monitored by the executive staff in accordance with
department guidelines.  The school's executive team
continues to work with families to improve attendance.
There is concern over the late arrival of students. This
is constantly monitored and addressed.

Class sizes

Class Total

KT 24

KB 24

1B 25

1R 25

2K 21

2D 20

3/4S 22

3C 22

4T 20

4J 20

5W 30

5R 30

6K 29

6D 29

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Assistant Principal(s) 3

Classroom Teacher(s) 12.19

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.5

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.8

Teacher Librarian 0.8

School Administration & Support
Staff

3

Other Positions 0.13

*Full Time Equivalent

The Australian Education Regulations, 2014 requires
schools to report on Aboriginal composition of their
workforce. There are currently three Aboriginal
teachers at Tumut Public School.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 
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Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 95

Postgraduate degree 5

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning opportunities were provided to all
staff throughout the year to address individual, team
and whole school priorities. The 2016 staff professional
learning program comprised team meetings, school
development day, external workshops, professional
learning meetings and conferences. 

Staff participated in professional learning initiatives in
literacy, numeracy, technology,iPads, supporting
children with challenging needs, child protection,
anaphylaxis,emergency care and HOW2Learn.

Teachers began programming using the new New
South Wales syllabus documents and developed scope
and sequence documents ensuring programming was
consistent and time was given to each component of
the syllabus. 

The model for professional development is continually
reviewed and adjusted to meet the needs of staff to
ensure improved outcomes for students.

Financial information (for schools
using OASIS for the whole year)

Financial information

This summary financial information covers funds for
operating costs to <insert date> and does not involve
expenditure areas such as permanent salaries, building
and major maintenance.

Income $

Balance brought forward 423 681.85

Global funds 225 013.63

Tied funds 162 652.09

School & community sources 124 185.84

Interest 8 638.99

Trust receipts 20 090.70

Canteen 0.00

Total income 964 263.10

Expenditure

Teaching & learning

Key learning areas 15 115.91

Excursions 29 982.45

Extracurricular dissections 39 361.80

Library 2 985.23

Training & development 237.33

Tied funds 144 776.08

Short term relief 37 603.39

Administration & office 70 309.91

School-operated canteen 0.00

Utilities 33 967.72

Maintenance 10 804.24

Trust accounts 20 090.70

Capital programs 85 812.63

Total expenditure 491 047.39

Balance carried forward 473 215.71

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

The academic performance of our students is
measured consistently through a cycle of ongoing
assessment of student work by teachers, standardised
school assessment data and the results of national
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testing (NAPLAN) conducted each year.

School assessment data is collected each term and
adds to the ongoing judgement made by teachers
about student performance against the syllabus.

<Use this text box to comment on literacy NAPLAN
data>

Delete text not required. 
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<Use this text box to comment on numeracy NAPLAN
data>

Delete text not required. 

The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Click on the link http://www.myschool.edu.au
and insert the school name in the Find a school and
select GO to access the school data.

<Use this text box to comment on mandatory reporting
requirements in accordance with the Premier's
Priorities: Improving education results and State
Priorities: Better services – Improving Aboriginal
education outcomes for students in the top two
NAPLAN bands>

Delete text not required. 

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Each year schools are required to seek the opinions of
parents, students and teacher about the school.

In 2016 the school sought the opinions of parents,
students and teachers using the Tell Them From Me
Survey.

"Partners in Learning" Parent Survey

Parents felt that:

They were made to feel welcome at Tumut Public
School (7.6%)  and they were informed about school
activities (6.8%).

Only 6.3% of parents surveyed supported learning at
home whilst 7.7% had support for the learning at Tumut
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Public School.

Generally parents were supportive of the positive
behaviour at Tumut Public School (8.3) and 9.1%
indicated that their child was clear about the rules for
school behaviour.

"Focus on Learning" Teacher Survey

Data collected from teachers indicated that teachers
enjoy working collaboratively on curriculum
development, lesson planning and strategies for
student engagement.

Teachers indicated that school leaders have assisted to
establish challenging and visible learning goals for their
students (8.8).  

Teachers reported that they felt they set high
expectations for students learning, closely monitored
student progress, used strong teaching practices and
gave effective feedback to students.  They indicated
that they required more professional development
around the use and analysis of student data to inform
future teaching decisions. 

Teachers felt that the school was inclusive and
responsive to the needs of all students.  They felt
parent involvement could be improved and strengthen
and this is certainly an area for development within the
school.

Students

Students at Tumut Public School are socially engaged
and community minded learners. 91% of students
reported having positive personal relationships with
their peers and community. 

Students reported that they value their education and
feel safe at school. Many students reported that they
could apply more effort when completing
home–learning tasks.

Students indicated that they put a high level of effort
into their school work and agreed that teachers
provided a high level of quality instruction. Staff
professional development using HOW2Learn has
certainly made an impact on the attitudes of all students
towards learning and has provided many strategies for
both teachers and students.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Tumut Public School is committed to increasing both
staff and student knowledge and understanding of the
histories, cultures and experiences of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people as the First Peoples of
Australia. 

An Aboriginal perspective was integrated into a wide
range of topics studied in class as well as into new
syllabus units. 

With the assistance of the local National Park
Discovery ranger a didgeridoo group was formed for
boys which performed at our 'Sounds of Winter
Concert".

During 2016 all Aboriginal students had Individualised
Learning Plans with achievable goals and frequent
discussions around these goals.

Aboriginal students continue to deliver the
Acknowledgement of Country at all major school
gatherings. Proud and Deadly Awards were received by
students recognising academic and cultural
achievements, student leadership and attendance. 

Multicultural and anti-racism education

At Tumut Public School we value the diverse
multicultural nature of Australian society and celebrate
the rich diversity of nationalities represented at our
school.

Multicultural perspectives are integrated across all Key
Learning Areas. Units of work are linked to the
achievements of outcomes through the study of
countries, cultures and world events.
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